ML Meeting Skeleton Timetable

(Times, venues and contents likely to change)

Wednesday 6th
9.30  JCBM Room 3217
      Tutorial on the Modules proposal by Dave
      Discuss Modules, and prepare list of modifications
      to be considered.
10.45 Coffee
12.30 Lunch
2.0   2 Garscobe Terrace
      Tutorial on Input/Output proposal by Luca
      or Dave or Robin. Discuss I/O, and prepare list of
      modifications to be considered. Prepare Thursday's
      timetable.
5.30  End

Thursday 7th
9.30  JCBM Room 3217
      Review impact of Wednesday upon the Core language
      (RM's document). Proceed as necessary, making
      decisions on suggested modifications.
10.45 Coffee
12.30 Lunch
2.0   2 Garscobe Terrace
5.30  End
Evening Dinner
(Time and venue to be arranged on Wednesday)

Friday 8th
9.30  JCBM Room 3217
      Delegate any remaining unmade decisions.
      Discuss implementation plans and future language
      developments.
10.45 Coffee
12.30 Lunch
2.0   2 Garscobe Terrace
5.30  End of meeting

Documents to be discussed include:

A proposal for Standard ML (Robin Milner)
Modules for Standard ML (Dave MacQueen)
Stream Input/Output (Luca Cardelli)
Comments on Modules Proposal (Don Sannella)
Changing the use of a period "." in ML (Robin Milner)
A simplified syntax for instances and module definitions
(Robin Milner)
Adding named products (Robin Milner)

Please make sure you have copies of these documents (spare copies
are available from K. Mitchell).
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